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Introduction

Northern Uganda has experienced over ten years of relative peace since the beginning of the peace talks and cessation of hostilities between the incumbent government and the Lord’s Resistance Army in 2006. Although a final peace agreement has not been signed, the internally displaced persons’ (IDP) camps were decommissioned and people told to return home. The war in northern Uganda has been well documented – its causes and the actors (see Allen 2006; Allen & Vlassenroot 2010; Atkinson 2009; Finnstrom 2008), as well as the untold suffering that unarmed civilians, men, women and children have gone through as a result (see de Temmerman 2001; Dolan 2009; Eichsraedt 2009; Green 2008; Ovuga, Oyok & Moro 2008).

In the aftermath of the war, stability and unity appear to have returned to communities as a result of the relative peace in the region. The shared experience among the people of northern Uganda of having been wronged by, or having wronged others could be one of the reasons that stability has been achieved. During the two decades war the people of northern Uganda were wronged in various ways at personal and community levels. Many were wronged as a direct result of the war: e.g. death of loved ones, abduction, maiming and separation of family and social networks, while others continue to experience wrongs in their day to day interaction with family, partners, friends and relatives, e.g. domestic violence and abuse, verbal insults and betrayal and today, land conflicts being fought between kith and kin. There is therefore an urgent need to overcome experiences of harm in order to break the cycles of violence. We believe that one way of achieving this is through forgiveness, a practice that has come to be accepted and embraced by the people of Acholi.

In recent years a lot of focus has been put on the study of reconciliation and forgiveness as a means of conflict transformation and peacebuilding. A lot has been documented on forgiveness - its meaning, processes and consequences/implications for interpersonal relationships, personal peace as well as mental and physical health (see Fincham 2001; McCoullough & Witvliet 2002; Orcutt et al. 2005; Staub et al 2005; Wade and Worthington 2005; Witvliet et al. 2001). The present study sought to understand and question the processes of forgiveness and enhance the creation of space within which people in Awach sub-County and Gulu town in Gulu District can forgive and be forgiven for the wrongs they have suffered or caused to fellow human beings within the ambit of their daily lives before, during and after the war. As people rebuild their lives, the study also sought to explore how peace within larger communities could be consolidated through the acts and practices of forgiveness at the individual level.

There are national and community level frameworks that have created space for forgiveness and reconciliation in northern Uganda. At the national level, The Amnesty Act, 2000, (amended in 2002 and 2006), has offered a comprehensive amnesty to members of former armed groups who have renounced rebellion against the government and wish to be reintegrated into their communities (Amnesty Commission 2009). At the community level, there are several traditional rituals that have been performed for the same purpose. One that is widely documented is the Mato Oput, a ritual that is performed particularly when a murder has been committed and families or clans wish to forgive and reconcile after the fact, and avoid acts of revenge. This ritual has given families and communities a space for re-establishing and rebuilding broken relationships. Some NGOs have sometimes been involved in funding
‘traditional’ forgiveness and reconciliation rituals that mainly deal with the collective or community level processes.

According to Finnegan (2010:426), this has in a way promoted a kind of ‘political forgiveness’, which has seen the process of forgiveness occurring between collective groups of people. She argues that forgiveness has been legitimised and presented as a “viable option”, particularly for the Acholi people because of war fatigue. She cites Finnstrom (2008) who explained, “compensation and reconciliation rather than revenge is the institutionalised Acholi way of handling disputes, homicides and unnatural deaths.” Finnegan, however, highlights that the embodiment of forgiveness within the Acholi society is not universal, and the degree to which it is practiced and desired is contested. The only way for forgiveness to be effective and sustainable, therefore, is if it is chosen freely by the actors and not prescribed by intervening institutions. Besides, the practice of Mato oput does not lend itself to addressing the experience of wrongs that individuals experience at interpersonal levels within households and families, as it does not address emotional experiences that accompany wrongs.

The return process which began in 2008 following the signing of the cessation of hostilities in 2006 to end two decades of armed conflict and violence, has ushered in the end of human suffering and encampment. This beginning brought with it a new hope for people to piece their lives together, rebuild social ties and mend fractured interpersonal relationships. Faced with several challenges within interpersonal relationships, we believe that this view of forgiveness is relevant in northern Uganda where many people have had to deal with living with their former ‘tormentors’ e.g. those who had abducted them or killed their loved ones during the war, and have now been reintegrated into the same communities. Even today, people may have personal ‘tormentors’ in the forms of husbands, wives, parents, children, relatives and friends who continue to wrong them by being verbally or physically abusive. The fact that the guns went silent does not mean total peace.

Many clans, families and individuals are involved in land disputes, which have become pervasive as a direct result of the war and the encampment period during which people had to move away from their land for personal security. The war, having created ‘unclear’ land boundaries, led to a plethora of in-house fighting, land grabbing and desperation. Many women and children experience domestic violence, neglect and abuse, as well as gender-based violence. Suicide and suicidal behaviour, and alcohol abuse arising from psychosocial crises are a new challenge to social stability and are a source of public concern in Gulu District. We most certainly do not contend that forgiveness is a panacea for the current situation in northern Uganda, or that perpetrators should not be held accountable for their misdeeds, however, we have found that many close relationships are at a precipice and people want to harness their personal, inherent abilities to forgive and break the cycle of hurt and wrong doing in a bid to build a sustainable peace.

Against this background, we conducted the present study to determine the possibilities of building peace through forgiveness beginning with the individual and eventually spreading to the larger community.

The study focused on individual levels of forgiveness (local understanding, processes, practices and implications) and the relevance of this in the on-going peacebuilding efforts in northern Uganda. We examined forgiveness not only as a strategic act to end
violence, but also as a vehicle and vital individual process that can foster both personal and community peace and unity.

**Theoretical underpinnings**

The stability and security of many societies around the world has been shattered as a result of war, violence and human rights abuses that cause untold suffering. The urgent task is for people to rebuild their lives and work towards the achievement of a sustainable peace for the future, by dealing with painful memories of the past (Barros, 2001).

The claim for justice is a widespread discourse and academics, human rights activists and survivors of human rights abuses agree on the benefits that can be accrued in the process of dealing with the past. In northern Uganda, there has been a debate about retributive and restorative justice mechanisms and how these can be used to achieve sustainable peace. Barros (2001:10) highlights some of the loopholes of retributive justice in meting the needs of the victims and societies at large. The tribunals set up in Rwanda after the 1994 genocide, for example, still have victims waiting to receive justice. There is also the challenge of certain horrible experiences such as destruction of souls, deprivation of childhood and erasure of dreams, which do not constitute crimes under domestic or international law but have serious mental health consequences for affected individuals. On this note, many perpetrators of such crimes within the private confines of households can go unpunished if retributive justice is not matched with other mechanisms. Barros however supports the views of African writers (Mahmood Mamdani and Wole Soyinka) who prefer social justice as a mechanism to promote national reconciliation and unity in broken societies.

According to Summerfield (2002:1106), the 21 official truth commissions established around the world since 1974 to document state terror and atrocity have grappled with concepts of reparation and reconciliation. After the devastating effects of the Nazi Holocaust, these commissions sought to create a public narrative of acknowledgment, and give victims a cathartic experience by speaking out publicly. Many survivors of gross human rights abuses have testified to a reduction in their suffering through the recounting of their traumatic experiences, although this subject has also been contested, with some arguing that the attainment of truth and remembrance of the past may become “obstacles” to the achievement of healing and reconciliation (Barros, 2001).

According to Barros, the process of remembering also supposes a dialogue about different experiences, memories and accounts of the past, providing a basis for the construction of a “collective narrative of historical memory”. These different voices, recounting experiences, can then help to reshape and construct a future. For some, however, revealing is not necessarily healing, and remembering is not necessarily a liberating experience but can be one helpful way for victims to get closure. Hamber and Wilson (2002) argue that trauma is both immeasurable and ineffable and recovery from trauma is many times obstructed by the unlikelihood of justice during transition. Neither retributive nor restorative justice offers effective remedies for emotional and psychological distress, anguish and suffering in victims wronged within the contexts of war and interpersonal relationships.

Memory is a compilation of referential fragments, constructs and vignettes, and in a world marked by malice, many of these bear the traces of trauma and offense (Larocco,
Forgiveness however is a quiet way of launching an assault on such malice. Forgiveness can remove the hold that a hurtful experience has on relationships, narratives and memory, and transform them for the better. Forgiveness does not alter the meaning or significance of the hurtful experience but instead reduces the power that it has over the forgiver (Larocco, 2011). According to Theidon (2000:541), memory is central to knowing who we are, what we have done and why and what sort of stories we tell about our past, which affects how the future is reconstructed. Forgiveness offers the means by which painful stories are integrated into the personhood of victims of hurtful experiences, and leads to personal growth and liberation from psychological and emotional pain arising from traumatic experiences in interpersonal relationships.

Graybill (2004) discusses three different ways in which nations deal with political transitions and memory. In the case of South Africa, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) was set up and reconciliation and restorative justice promoted. In Rwanda, the new government after the genocide sought retributive justice by establishing tribunals and convicting many supporters of the genocide. Later on however, the government restored the Gacaca courts that promoted restorative justice. Mozambique on the other hand, according to Graybill, chose an ‘amnesia’ approach. They chose to forget about the past (particularly the civil war with the Renamo forces). There were no reported calls for justice for the victims or accountability and punishment for the perpetrators of human rights violations. The Mozambicans, however, dealt with their problems through traditional healing ceremonies.

Though the concept of forgiveness was often treated as a subject exclusively discussed by theologians and philosophers, (Fincham, 2000; Toussaint et al. 2001: 249) this perception has changed over the years gaining notable interest in the social sciences, and according to Hamber (2007), has become integrally linked to questions of transitional justice at the wider community level with its discussion at the interpersonal level being limited. It is therefore of interest to investigate the role of interpersonal level forgiveness for social harmony in the face of violations of individual rights at domestic and household levels.

Although no universal definition of forgiveness exists, many researchers agree that it involves “letting go” of negative effects directed towards the offender, giving up one’s rights to retribution and exhibiting more positive and human responses towards the offender (Orcutt et al. 2005; Staub et al. 2005; Toussaint et al; Wade & Worthington 2005:165; Witvliet et al 2001). Finnegan (2010) defines it as a “social process in which victim(s) release resentment toward perpetrator(s) and yet acknowledge the wrong done to them.” In trauma therapy, the cathartic effect of forgiveness comes from the process of validation in which the aggrieved shares his/her traumatic experience with the therapist (Herman, 1992) and thus gives up resentment toward the offender in order to move on.

Forgiveness is a process in which people find meaning in their traumatic painful experiences and use that experience to transform grief or pain into good.

Anusiem (2011) gives an African perspective on forgiveness asserting that it is a communal act, the overlooking of which can have disastrous consequences. Such wrongs that call for communal involvement in the forgiveness processes include: wilful taking of life; sexual misconduct; assault; destructive jealousy and greed. In many African settings, each person is related to everyone in the community (through lineages,
clans and kinships), and individual identity is of lower value than communal identity; individuals exist and derive meaning from their existence in relation to the wider community (Tutu, 1999).

Anusiem (2011:125) cites Steve Biko (1978) who believed that our living together is not an accident but a deliberate act of God to make communities join in the quest to answer the various problems of life. South Africa’s Archbishop Desmond Tutu’s concept of Ubuntu emphasises the idea that human beings are inextricably bound together. Ubuntu, which derives from a Xhosa expression, promotes the idea that ‘people are people through other people’. It connotes humanness and the notion that a well-functioning community is one in which people are able to recognise that their humanity is inextricably bound to that of others. It therefore justifies and promotes forgiveness, reconciliation and restorative justice over retributive justice (Avruch & Vejarano, 2002; Graybill, 2004:1118).

The process of reconciliation may, however, become an ambiguous approach to peacebuilding by applying what may be therapeutically effective for the individual to the collective. Avruch and Vejarano (2002:41) argue that the success of South Africa’s TRC was through the recognition of individual suffering which was a ‘collectivized’ memory and thus the construction of the ‘national victim’. The authors cite Winslow (1997) who was sceptical of this view, asserting that while this may work in some ways, forgiveness and reconciliation at the collective level can occur at the expense of individual psychological healing.

The individual level must therefore be independent from the collective level of healing. The question then is whether individual level forgiveness should precede or follow the collective communal level forgiveness and reconciliation. The problem that is usually not recognized is that communal level forgiveness and reconciliation that leads to social stability may not meet the psychological and welfare needs of the individual, resulting in posttraumatic stress disorder, mass psychosis, suicide and alcohol abuse (Volkan, 2004). Genuine reconciliation is concerned with facing the difficult questions about the past and considering how any process of reconciliation might relate to retributive justice for the individual, their immediate family and society. Genuine reconciliation is not only about achieving individual and social ‘harmony’, but is a multifaceted and complex process that includes accounting for past crimes (Hamber, 2007:122).

Forgiveness, therefore, presents a conceptual controversy. Leading scholars have expressed concern about the need for conceptual clarity, making it of vital importance to know what forgiveness is not. Forgiveness is not condoning, excusing, forgetting, tolerating, ignoring, minimising or denying the offence or its reality (McCoulough & Witvliet, 2002; Witvliet et al, 2001). Forgiveness still allows for holding the offender responsible for the transgression. When people forgive, their responses (i.e. what they think, feel, want or how they behave), towards their offenders becomes more positive and pro-social (McCoulough & Witvliet 2002:448).

Forgiveness is not reconciliation and although these two concepts are linked and have many times been used interchangeably, they are indeed distinct. There is a debate about whether there can be reconciliation without forgiveness or vice versa (Hamber, 2007:119), but it is also well documented that one can simultaneously forgive and
decide to end a relationship (Wade & Worthington, 2005:160). Forgiveness can be unilateral while reconciliation is always mutual, bilateral or multilateral (Finnegan, 2010:428). Reconciliation involves the restoration of violated trust and requires the goodwill of both or all partners. Thus, forgiveness must be present for reconciliation to occur, but forgiveness can occur completely in the absence of reconciliation. There may well be instances in which it is not safe or appropriate for an individual to reconcile with an offender (Orcutt et al, 2005:1005).

Confusing forgiveness with reconciliation may lead people to accept abusive relationships or retain negative emotions. Forgiveness can also occur and the victim can still hold the offender accountable, see the offender in realistic terms, and make wise decisions about whether to return to the relationship (Fincham, 2001; Wade & Worthington, 2005). Staub et al. (2005) also believe that forgiveness without acknowledgement of responsibility for the offence may present challenges and be harmful to any relationship and personal health and welfare.

McCoulough and Witvliet (2002:446) assert that the tendency to retaliate or seek retribution after being insulted or victimised is deeply ingrained in the biological, psychological and cultural levels of human nature, through a norm of reciprocity i.e. responding to hurts by committing hurts equivalent to those that they have suffered. This, the authors believe, is the most rudimentary approach to dealing with a perceived injustice. An important point to note here is that many cultures around the world have attempted to codify the “law of retaliation” so that revenge is taken out of the hands of individuals and placed into the hands of an impartial third party.

One mechanism that can interrupt the cyclical nature of vengeance is forgiveness, an approach that helps people quell their natural negative responses to transgressors and become increasingly motivated to enact positive ones instead. When painful memories are not properly dealt with, there is a risk of future generations engaging in renewed cycles of violence. A ‘chosen trauma’, according to Graybill (2004:1127) and Volkan (2004) can be rekindled years later to this effect. Forgiveness and reconciliation makes it possible for society to integrate “chosen trauma” with “chosen glory” permitting aggrieved parties to live in harmony with victors.

Social relationships are often marred by interpersonal offenses. These offenses are committed by people we are often very close to and include betrayals, rejection, lies and insults (Witvliet et al, 2001). Fincham (2000:1), using the metaphor, “kiss of the porcupines” described two fundamental assumptions about humans - they harm each other and they are social animals. This presents a challenge of how to maintain close relationships with fellow humans, in the face of being harmed by them. By relating to others, we make ourselves vulnerable to the hurt that they inevitably inflict on us.

It is a long and often difficult road, which travails through truth and justice and aims at the restoration of broken relationships (Anusiem, 2011:126). Forgiveness is thus very necessary as it gives rise to social harmony, which, in turn, is perhaps the greatest good for the community.

Politically, the Amnesty Act (2000) in Uganda provides a space for those formerly involved in the northern Uganda conflict by pardoning them. In northern Uganda, forgiveness has largely been observed as a process occurring between former perpetrators and their victims or affected populations. Many people have recognised
that members of former armed groups, including some leaders of the LRA, were forcefully abducted and were therefore victims (Finnegan, 2010). In the community, both religious and traditional leaders are active in the peace process and have been leading proponents of indigenous justice mechanisms (McClaine, 2010) and indeed forgiveness.

In her study, McClaine reported that several youth and women believed that the church was a place to go and forget about the past. In fact, McClaine recommends that programming activities must exercise sensitivity particularly when engaging in activities that may bring up painful memories (McClaine, 2010). People are often instructed to forgive and forget by local counsellors, religious and traditional leaders and elders in the community. Many social scientists working in this field, however, remain concerned that political leaders can manipulate a situation to create false reconciliation and impose the ‘forgive and forget’ notion on the people (Hamber, 2007:119) with serious individual and community level mental and psychological consequences, and therefore such advice must be used carefully and in the right context.

**Background to the Forgiveness Project and Methods of Study**

The Forgiveness Project that started in April 2010 was a collaborative study bringing together scholars and researchers from Gulu University in northern Uganda, Aarhus University and the University of Copenhagen in Denmark. The project was set-up as part of an idea of an artiste, Tove Niholm, who drew her inspiration from the works and writings of the famous German Philosopher Hanna Arendt who discussed much about forgiveness. For Arendt, forgiveness creates miraculous new beginnings by freeing both the forgiver and the forgiven from the consequences of the wrong (Allers, 2011).

As northern Uganda began to experience relative peace, it became a central focus of this study to explore people’s perceptions and notions of forgiveness and uncover the ramifications/implications of forgiveness for interpersonal relationships, reconciliation and sustainable peace. We did not wish to promote a baseless desire for a better world in northern Uganda. Rather, we attempted to unearth certain possibilities of building a sustainable peace by creating a kind of inspiration in people to come to talk about their past and show others that it no longer had a hold on them because they have/had forgiven those who wronged them. We agree with Finnegan (2010:439) that forgiveness presents an alternative mechanism for the Acholi people to get accountability for wrongs committed without necessarily incriminating members of their own community.

We examined aspects and processes of forgiveness at the individual level and how these could impact on fostering reconciliation and peace at the collective/community level in northern Uganda. The objectives of the study were:

- To explore the nature and processes of forgiveness in post-conflict northern Uganda and enhance the creation of space within which people can forgive and be forgiven;
- To determine how individuals cope with or manage wrongs/offences in their daily lives;
- Extract Acholi notions about forgiving, forgetting and remembrance in relation to social harmony and peacebuilding.

The study employed a combination of qualitative methods for data collection in Awach sub-County and Gulu Municipality in Gulu District. Using the snowball method, the
researchers identified adults, both male and female of varied ages, who were willing to share a personal forgiveness experience. The criteria for participation were that one had experienced a significant wrong and felt confident that he/she had processed the wrong, moved beyond the hurt feelings and had forgiven the offender. The purpose of the project was carefully explained to each participant and his/her consent for voluntary participation was requested. Each account was audiotaped, either in English or Luo, with the researcher asking guiding and explorative questions.

The recordings, which lasted 15-60 minutes, were later transcribed in English for analysis. These recordings were carefully edited into clips of 3-6 minutes each, with clear narrations capturing the wrong, the process and impact of forgiveness. The editors took care to remain true to the core of each account and in order to protect the identity of the individuals, pseudonyms have been used in the findings section.

The edited accounts were made available to the public in Awach through a sound installation system in a former IDP camp hut, where people could come and listen to them. It was anticipated that when someone listened to an account and was ‘moved by it’, that person would be able to reflect on his or her own life, possibly forgive others and ask for forgiveness. This method has also made it possible for some listeners to record their own accounts. By March 2012, a total of thirty-five accounts of forgiveness (in English or Luo) were recorded and transcribed in English for analysis. The researchers also carried out sixteen in-depth interviews with key informants and selected members of the community from relevant institutions that have experience with peacebuilding in northern Uganda, including civic leaders, elders, religious leaders and representatives of NGOs. Two Focus Group Discussions with a group of elders from Awach were also carried out.

The findings of the study have been shared at three radio talk shows and ‘mobile outreaches’ where the researchers reached communities at Parish and village level. Discussions are held with listeners about what they thought about the project and its aims and objectives. The following account is an example of several forgiveness accounts that were recorded.

**A case of abduction**

When I was arrested by the LRA, one of the soldiers was following me, he kicked me down, that I was not walking, when we reached some area they caught four goats, one jerrican full of beans, uprooted four cabbages from people’s gardens, that I should carry when I told him that would not be possible to carry….he jumped and hit me with the baton of his gun and said “if you were joking, you will mention my mother’s name”. I kept quiet. We then started moving, when I fell down, the same man came and told me “the beans you are carrying and pouring down is our life, so if you are pouring the beans, it is like you are trying to play with our lives and it is the same as playing with Mr Kony.

That man, if he wanted something he would come and pick me to do it and he would tell me that if I was tired and my legs are swollen, I should tell him so that they take me to the hospital or else they release me yet he was meaning killing me so that I rest forever. We continued walking and we met the Government soldiers where everyone took different directions. I got lost for one week in the bush. I would move and could not find what to eat.
Sometimes, you would find only one papaya fruit remaining on the tree, unripe, the left over cassava, which was eaten by wild animals. Sometimes, you would walk for two days without getting water, sometimes you would find the remains of human beings, until when I reached home then started staying well.

One day I met this man who was after me from the bush and he came and greeted me I even noticed him but I think he thought I didn’t have any good feelings for him. Then I thought to myself that maybe when he was doing those things, he did not know what he was doing. Tears rolled down my cheeks then the feeling of forgiveness came and when he asked for forgiveness, I forgave him. As we talk now, we are close to each other, most of the time we sit together. I do not have any bad feelings for him and whatever I had in my mind I have thrown them away, like a wound which has healed, so if you say you open the topic by talking about it, it means that you are reopening the wound in him or in me and it may bring back bad memories.

I request people who have gone through this difficulty, you should not put it first because it is not the end of the world. You suffer but afterwards you will be okay. There is a saying that when you started your life with suffering you end up in peace and if you started with enjoyment you end up with pain. I request people not to have a bad heart for whatever suffering he or she could have gone through in northern Uganda.

I forgive to forget: recounting experiences of forgiveness, reconciliation and healing

From the discussions and the accounts recorded, we learnt that forgiveness means different things to different people. For most, forgiveness means, “letting go” (of interpersonal difficulties) and moving on with life, while for others, it is letting go of a grudge or burden that one has in his/ her heart about a painful experience. One phrase that kept recurring was “keeping/holding someone/something in my heart.” This is a phrase that the Acholi people use to describe having a grudge with someone or a heavy burden. When you keep someone in your heart it means that person has wronged or hurt you and the burden of the hurt is heavy until the moment of release through the act of forgiving the offender if one so chooses.

“Forgiveness comes from the heart”

As Finnegan (2010) points out, agency and control are very important issues not to be excluded from the forgiveness discourse. Forgiveness is indeed a personal choice even when there are institutions and other individuals who help to foster the process. One respondent, George, for instance, is quoted as having said:

[…] forgiveness came to my heart itself…without anyone telling me that you forgive those who have wronged you…

Many of the participants indicated that someone had to begin the process of forgiveness. It could have been initiated by oneself, a parent, an elder of the community and for some, influences of religious teachings. At any rate, whatever or whoever initiates the process, it is the individual who ultimately exercises his or her own personal choice to forgive someone who wrongs him/her, since forgiveness as several participants pointed out, “comes from the heart”. An apology for a wrong committed often accelerates the process of forgiveness or at least makes it a little easier on the forgiver.

As McCullough and Witvliet (2002) stated, people are generous and more willing to forgive apologetic transgressors. One participant, Michael, who realised that he was now living with his former abductor in the same student hostel insisted that “…I think that it is necessary that you recognise me at this time…” when the latter tried to avoid and ignore the issue. And as one key informant put it:
All in all, forgiveness should move together with an apology of what might have gone wrong and caused the conflict… it is not easy to forgive without the apology of the wrongdoer.

And according to George,

If someone has done wrong to you… he or she apologises… ahh my friend I’m sorry… forgive me… he or she has to apologise to you so that the forgiveness you are going to give is an everlasting one.

Staub et al. (2005) also believe that forgiveness without acknowledgement of responsibility for the offence may present challenges and be harmful to any relationship. However, letting go of the past wrong and creating a good relationship with the person who wronged you involves positive attitudes towards the offender. Forgiveness is personal and must be genuine. According to Paul, who told us his story:

What lies inside one’s heart, no one knows. We should not be convinced by the smiles someone gives you, the white teeth that appear in his mouth do not mean it is good to believe him or her.

But George who was formerly abducted believes that “…if you have forgiven, you have to forgive forever” or else a heavy burden remains in your heart. He clearly stated that even though he had let go of the wrong, narrating it was like opening a wound “…and it brings many things even on him and even on you….” This speaks to our interconnectedness where, as the Ubuntu notion explains, ‘people are people through other people’. George and Chris both told us that rehearsing the painful experience and memory or keeping anger only brings pain not only to oneself but to others in the community as well.

Forgiveness is indeed a process; and like any other process, it must go through certain stages. For our participants, some very vital stages in the forgiveness process included: the offender acknowledging the wrong committed; the offender apologising after committing a wrong; forgiveness must come from one’s heart, be genuine and not forced by a third party; and the victim letting it go or releasing it from his or her heart. The final stage in the forgiveness process involves the forgiver letting the forgiven know or realize from verbal communication or in the acts of the forgiver that the aggrieved had forgiven the wrongdoer for his/her act.

**Peaceful co-existence through the acceptance of one’s humanity**

‘People make mistakes’. ‘To forgive is divine.’ These are adages that people have believed for ages and still hold true even in grave times such as war, violence and shattered social relationships. Many experiences of war and the memories of it tell a gruesome tale. When we encountered people whose accounts directly related to the war, what was particularly interesting was that no one talked about forgiving those directly responsible for it e.g. the LRA or the government soldiers. Instead, a close relation, friend or neighbor was always responsible for the wrong committed. One example is Caroline who blamed her father for her long suffering in captivity because he did not believe in sending girls to school and so she was abducted on her way to a shop one day. She held on to this memory for a long time and she describes it as having consumed her and embittered the relationship between herself and her father until she finally ‘let it go’ many years later.

There were several acts of forgiveness with similar experiences and those who told the accounts believed that the people who committed the wrongs were victims of
circumstance themselves, and indeed all the forgivers preferred to seek out the *humanness* in the offender. Luka who had been abducted by someone he had gone to school with put it this way: “…he was in darkness and now he has seen the light.” Because of this ‘generosity’ towards the offenders, we believe that many people in Gulu District have been able to co-exist with their former and indeed current ‘tormentors’. We argue that this recognition by the aggrieved of the humanness of those who violate them is central to the stability and unity in northern Uganda as communities continue to rebuild their lives and their society.

We state it most vehemently that forgetting in the sense in which we use it in the everyday, is not about having ‘selective amnesia’. For most participants, forgetting is more about accepting the past without seeking revenge, knowing that holding on to it brings more pain than peace and therefore moving forward is perhaps the better option. According to Pam

>You still think about it. It comes back…but if I managed to let go of it…really haunted me for a very long time…this is not worth it.

**Promoting peace and reconciliation in northern Uganda**

People who felt wronged or hurt by others experienced a lot of anger, resentment and/or hatred towards their aggressors. Consequently the victims of a wrong were for a long-time pre-occupied with their experience and the associated anger. Some of them experienced a lack of freedom to move on and/or progress with their lives. For one particular woman we interviewed, her feeling of having been betrayed by her parents, who were both deceased for many years, made her resort to alcohol abuse in order to cope with her agony. Some descriptions of these wrongs include a “wound in the heart”, “burning heart”, and “no happiness”.

In some cases the wrongs that victims experienced intensified their perceived family disunity and feared that this would lead to death, bad luck, curses or physical harm in them personally. For instance, Sam narrates his experience with his father who stopped paying his school fees when he brought a new wife to the home. He instead paid fees for the other child that the stepmother came with and Sam went on to have a hard life.

“My studies were spoilt, I was very angry, I felt a lot of anger and that was why I went to my mother’s homeland”.

When we asked the participants to describe how forgiveness had impacted on their lives, most of them had something positive to say about it. Forgiveness helps people to let go of the grudges and bitterness that they have been holding on to for a long time. Time indeed is an important element in the process of forgiveness and when people feel that they have completely let go of the bitterness that they felt inside, suddenly there is room for compassion, kindness and peace within their hearts. Forgiveness helps one to feel free or have freedom from hatred; anger, vengeful feelings and bitterness that hold them back. In a way, this helps them to lift the burdens from their hearts, and be free from the past. For instance George forgave the man who abducted and mistreated him while in the ranks of the LRA.

“I do not have any bad feelings for him, whatever I had in my mind I have thrown them away, like a wound, which has healed.”

Another respondent said:

“When I set someone free from my heart, release them from my heart when they have wronged me, it makes me feel free.”
Orcutt et al (2005) also agreed that the realisation that continued focus on the injury can only lead to more suffering on the part of the victim.

Like Wade and Worthington (2005), we believe that forgiveness must be present for reconciliation to occur. When one forgives, he or she feels at peace and harmony with the family and kinship, and can easily relate and interact freely with family members without holding any grudges. For many participants the act of sharing meals, visiting each other’s homes and families is a very important step to show that forgiveness has actually taken place. This positive change in behaviour towards the wrongdoer is vital. Noteworthy however, is that it does not necessarily follow that an act of forgiveness leads to reconciliation (Wade & Worthington, 2005). For Josephine whose husband had abused and neglected her for a long time, a difficult decision faced her. In the end, all she said to him was “…I’ve forgiven you for all that you have done, but I cannot come back to you…”

Forgiveness also creates opportunities for the future of those who forgive as well as their own development. All the participants believed that when one forgives, and releases grief from his/her heart, they are freed from that burden and a higher force rewards them for the selfless act of forgiving someone. Josephine believed that,

Through forgiveness, people can achieve more goals than what they want in their life, because once you hold someone into your heart, however much you try, … you will not succeed.

For those who are religious or spiritual, it is believed that forgiveness helps in warding off bad luck or bad spirits from family members and others in the community.

Throughout our discussions, a recurring rhetoric was that forgiveness brings healing, personal freedom and lifts heavy burdens from the heart. This is significant for both intrapersonal and interpersonal relationships. It goes without saying that some of our participants committed a number a heinous wrongs, regretted them and may or may not yet have asked for forgiveness. How then does one live with oneself when they are back home from the bush and living with the very people they aggrivated? According to Chris, forgiving yourself is the first step to healing in the mind and the heart. This was an important for attaining personal peace within onesel.

For Dora who forgave her co-wife for humiliating her when she returned from captivity by the LRA, forgiveness has led to peace between them and in the home. In her words, “I thought in my heart it was useless to keep the record of the wrongs…it spoils the relationship among people…” This was a crucial step in creating peace between two wives who fought constantly and ultimately, it brought peace to the homestead. Tom aptly summarized the need for reconciliation and restoration of broken relationships this way:

Since they were my relatives I could not hold a grudge with them for long. Since I am the uncle I could not just get angry…I was capable of cursing and blessing them…I just felt that soldiers had almost finished everyone in our family and if I was to curse them again I would finish the whole family.”

**Conclusion**
We reiterate that ‘forgetting’ in this context is not denying or being amnesic toward a wrong that one has suffered. Rather, forgiveness entails acceptance of the wrong as having occurred, processing it and letting it go in order for one to move on with one’s
life. Through forgiveness, a space is created for perpetrators of crimes to be reintegrated in the northern Ugandan community and be seen as fellow human beings most of whom were also victims of traumatic circumstances. An interesting finding is that when asked to tell a forgiveness story, most people talked about those close to them and no direct story was told about those responsible for the long war.

None of our research participants reported that their individual acts of forgiveness led them to forget their traumatic experiences. Rather, participants reported the positive experiences related to the lifting of heavy burdens of storing negative affects, anger and resentment associated with trauma. As negative affects associated with traumatic experiences dissipate, it appears that victims of wrongs and hurts “forget” that they have ever been wronged and they lead normal lives with their close relatives and family members. Indeed this supports the notion of our being connected with others in our communities, i.e. ‘people are people through other people’.

Thus forgiving to forget enables victims and perpetrators to draw strength from their painful memories and shape a lasting peace in their relationships. The challenge now remains for translating these findings to the peace building process at the wider community level in post-conflict northern Uganda. A successful translation of these findings appears to offer hope for stability and unity at both the community and national levels in Uganda. Already, there has been an established link between this project and other projects that are in the business of building peace in Uganda. One example is the Uganda Museum that is currently showcasing some ‘voice accounts’ collected as part of their ‘Roads to peace in northern Uganda Project’, a project that is hinged on cultural reconstruction and memorialisation of the events that took place during the war.

It is widely recognised that forgiveness traverses the time continuum creating a connectedness. This connectedness appears to lead to some kind of social healing that is necessary for the attainment of a sustainable peace. Relationships are the crux of peacebuilding, elemental to the creation of a shared future. Should people hold on to their ‘primordial’ rights to vengeance and chosen traumas, this will lead to renewed cycles of violence that will mar these relationships and ultimately the goal of peace. It is our hope that by not forgetting what happened, acknowledging that it happened, and forgiving, peace can be achieved in northern Uganda. We believe that the integration of memory in the lived experience of individuals through shared accounts of forgiveness has an important place in promoting peace in northern Uganda.

And as Desmond Tutu (1999) so correctly quotes George Santayana – “Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.”
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